Script & Storyboard
Scene 1

(The inconsistent numbering is due to change of scenes.)
BELLBOY (Bigvon) GEO (Helge) NOVALIS (Yannick) JULIA (Anna) BLUE FLOWER (Olga)
Scene 2.5
Scene 4

(Bellboy pushes trolley through
the corridor.)

(Bellboy pushes trolley through
the corridor.)

1

(Geo is standing on the chair,
looking through peephole.)

(Title appears.)
Scene 5

Scene 6

Scene 7

(Novalis goes through the
corridor, stops and smiling at
Geo, and walks away.)

(Geo looks surprised. He climbs
down the chair, and carries it
back to the bedroom.)

Scene 8

Scene 9

Scene 10

(Geo grasp the key and reaches
for the doorknob.)

(Geo walks through the corridor (Geo knocks on the door.)
towards the room of Novalis.)

Bedtime Story

For acting group, print 6 color copies
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Scene 11

Scene 12

Scene 13

(Novalis opens the door,
stretches out a bit.)

GEO: My name is Geo. What's
your name?
NOVALIS: You can call me
Novalis.

GEO: Wow! What's that over
there?
NOVALIS: It is my little cottage!
Come and join me!

Scene 14

Scene 15

Scene 16

NOVALIS: Would you like to
hear some bedtime stories?
GEO: Yes!

(Novalis and Geo sits on the
ground surrounding the fire.)

NOVALIS: Every time she
appears, she walks in beauty;
the polar lights dances with
her, blue butterflies and
spotlight surrounds her.

NOVALIS: Oh! You're the boy
across the corridor! Come in,
please! What's your name?

NOVALIS: I will tell you a story
of mine. Once upon a time,
there was a lady that I love. She
has the pale skin of the
moonlight; she has the dark
eyes of the night sky; She has
curly hair like a flowing river;
And every time she appears, I
see her growing out of a
blooming blue flower.
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Scene 17

Scene 18

Scene 19

GEO: Wow!
NOVALIS: I see her again and
again, but always in my
dreams. Until one day, I
realized that she was real, and
started looking for her in the
world…

(Julia rises up from the blue
flower, stretching arms and
looking up.)

(Geo and Novalis get up from
the floor, and walk towards
Julia. Julia points to sky. Geo
and Novalis look up.)

Scene 20

Scene 21

GEO: Julia?!
JULIA: Hi Geo!
NOVALIS: You know her?
GEO: She is my best friend in
my school!
NOVALIS: Of course. She is the
blue flower.

JULIA: Look!

Scene 22

(Geo looks at his watch.)
GEO: Oh I have to go! Mom will
be angry with me if I don't go
to bed before 9!
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Scene 23

Scene 24

(Geo looks at blue flower.)

(Novalis kisses blue flower).

Scene 26

GEO: How come…you look
different? Julia?
NOVALIS: You will know one
day, my boy. Have a good
night!
BLUE FLOWER: Hope to see you
again soon!
NOVALIS: I'm pretty sure about
that!
BLUE FLOWER: Good night,
Geo!
Scene 27

Scene 28

Scene 29

